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Morphogens
● Morphogens are a type of signaling molecule that spreads out from its original source 

and specifies different cell fates in a concentration dependent manner.1
● Each cell within the concentration gradient receives a certain concentration of 

morphogen signals that bind to receptors on the cell surface and this creates a pattern of 
development.1

● Wdp, sulf1, and wdp;sulf1 mutants were available for use in the lab stock
● Adult flies were stored in a 25 degree celsius incubator
● The wing discs of wdp, sulf1, and wdp;sulf1 mutants were dissected and treated with the 

antibodies 𝞪-pMad antibody
● The dissected wing discs treated with antibody were then mounted on a glass slide with 

Vectashield mounting materials
● Ten wing discs were imaged under a confocal fluorescent microscope
● The wing discs were analyzed using ImageJ computer software and intensity gradients data 

was collected to make intensity plot graphs in Excel 

Figure 1. Adult wings of Or-R wildtype, wdp, sulf1, and wdp;sulf1 
mutants. They were dissected and mounted on glass slides and 
imaged under a light microscope. 

● From the data collected for the adult wings of the wdp, 
sulf1, and wdp;sulf1 mutants, we believe that the folding 
and ectopic bristles in the posterior and hinge region of 
the wdp;sulf1 mutant hints that the Wg pathway is 
affected and we tested the Dpp signal pathway as well.

● The pMad gradient in wing discs visually showed that 
Dpp expression is lower in wdp and sulf1, but seems to 
increase in the double mutant meaning Dpp signaling. 

● The intensity graphs for pMad expression show that both 
wdp and sulf1 have decrease in expression than wildtype, 
and the wdp;sulf1 graphs are not available.

● The next steps are to analyze the wing discs stained with 
extracellular 𝞪-Wg 4D4, and Senseless since theses are 
Wingless antibodies

● The goal of the next project is to determine if there is a 
synergistic effect between HSPGs and CSPGs when 
looking at the wdp, sulf1, and wdp;sulf1 mutants. 
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Heparan Sulfate and Chondroitin Sulfate Proteoglycans
● Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) are glycoproteins with covalently attached 

heparan sulfate chains.2
● HSPGs act as co-receptors for morphogen signaling molecules and control the rate of 

receptor-mediated endocytosis by stabilizing the receptor-ligand complex on the cell 
surface.3

● HSPG dependent morphogen pathways are: Decapentaplegic (Dpp), Wingless (Wg), and 
Hedgehog (Hh). 

● Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) are major structural compliments of the 
extracellular matrix and CSPGs are also important in morphogen signaling.4

● CSPG dependent morphogen pathways are: Hh, Wnt, and fibroblast growth factor.4
● It was recently discovered that Windpipe (wdp), a CSPG, modulates Hedgehog signaling, 

and we want to understand if it affects other HSPG dependent pathways. 
Research Question

● Like HSPGs, the molecular mechanisms by which CSPGs exhibit co-receptor function are 
unknown and we are trying to understand if HSPGs and CSPGs exhibit dual proteoglycan 
co-receptor function. 

● Do these two proteoglycans have genetic interactions?

Research Goal and Experiment
● Analyze wdp, sulf1, and wdp;sulf mutants to see the genetic interaction between 

CSPGs and HSPGs since wdp is a CSPG and sulfates on HSPGs are controlled by the 
gene sulf1. 
Hypothesis

● HSPGs and CSPGs have dual co-receptor function that controls receptor-mediated 
endocytosis and when there is a mutation in both proteoglycans, a synergistic effect is 
observed in the double mutant wdp;sulf1.

Figure 2. Wing discs from wdp, sulf1, and wdp;sulf with stained with 
𝞪-pMad. The green color represents areas on the wing disc with pMad 
expressing cells and represents the Dpp morphogen signaling gradient.

Figure 3. Intensity plots of wdp, sulf1, and Or-R stained with pMad. The 
number 0 represents the posterior pMad peak.
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